-l6	DIAGINARY CONVERSATION'S
eood disputants ; • but unfaithful suitors of simple Science; boasters of their acquaintance with gods and goddesses, plagiaries and impostors. I had forgotten my roof, although it is composed! of much the same materials as the philosophers*. Let the lightning fall: one handful of silver, or less, repairs the damage.
Caes&r.   Impossible!  nor indeed one thousand ;  nor twenty, if those tapestries and pictures are consumed.
Luculhis. True ; but only the thatch would burn. For before the baths were tessellated, I filled the area with alum and water, and soaked the timbers and laths for many months, and covered them afterward with alum in powder, by means of liquid glue. Mithridates taught - me this. Having in vain attacked with combustibles a wooden tower, I took it by stratagem, and found within it a mass of alum, which, if a great hurry had not bee^ -observed by us among the enemy in the attempt to conceal it, would have escaped our notice. I never scrupled to extort the truth from my prisoners: but my instruments were purple robes and plate, and the only wheel in my armoury, destined to such •purposes, was the wheel of Fortune.
Caesar.    I wish, in my campaigns, I could have equalled your clemency and humanity: but the Gauls are more uncertain, fierce, and perfidious, than the wildest tribes of Caucasus ; and our policy cannot be carried with us:  it must be formed upon the 'Spot   They love you, not for abstaining from hurting them, ,but :for ceasing ; and they embrace you only at two seasons ,v whet^ stripes are fresh or when stripe.s are imminent.   Elsewhere I hope to become the rival of Lucullus in this admirable part of virtue. •    I shall never build villas,  because   . .   but. what  are  your •proportions?   Surely the edifice is extremely low.
Lucu&us. There is only one" floor ; the height of the apartments is twenty feet to the cornice, five above it; the breadth is twenty •five; the length forty. The building, as you perceive, 5s quadrangular: three sides contain four rooms each: the other hp$ 'many partitions >and two stories, for domestics and offices. 'is my salt-batk -

